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Advertising in the wrong places can do more harm than good, according to a study by Rogers Insight.

Consumers' perception of a brand increases if it advertises on a prestigious Web site but falters if the site is not
prestigious enough, suggesting that some ad spots may not be worth the money. Understanding how ad vehicles
impact consumer sentiment can help a brand recalibrate its marketing mix to maximize return on investment.

"In regards to daily major newspapers in particular, there are a couple of insights that stand out from a demographic
point of view," said Phillip Crawley, CEO/publisher of The Globe and Mail, which includes Globe Media Group.
"Forty-seven percent of respondents with a household income of more than $100,000, as well as the highest
educated segment (university degree/graduate or professional degree), ranked daily newspapers as number one.

"Managers, owners, professionals and entrepreneurs are also as likely as others to rate daily newspapers as
prestigious," he said.

"Context Matters Consumer Study," conducted in partnership with the Canadian Marketing Association, Marketing
magazine and Globe Media Group, asked more than 4,000 consumers about the importance that media outlet's
prestige had on perception of advertisers.

High prestige
The study reveals that 25 percent of consumers would view a luxury automotive brand more positively if they see it
advertised on a site they hail as being among the most prestigious, although 5 percent would see the brand less
positively. However, on a site deemed the "least prestigious," 38 percent would view the brand more negatively and
only 6 percent would see it more positively.

Similar numbers occur for non-luxury automotive brands, banks and financial services businesses and airlines.
Although the study did not account for other sectors such as fashion, beauty or jewelry, the uniform response across
those that were studied suggests the results would be comparable.
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Vancouver Sun with Mandarin Oriental ad

Overall, 63 percent of Canadians said it is  "somewhat," "very" or "extremely" important for brands to advertise on
prestigious sites to maintain positive associations.

For a significant plurality of respondents, the sites of major daily newspapers, from national publications such as
The Globe and Mail to city papers including the Vancouver Sun, are the most prestigious. Forty-three percent ranked
newspapers first, and more than half of those who did not placed the media in the top three.

Major national magazines, such as Macleans, finished a distant second for "most prestigious," being cited by 11
percent of consumers. Online natives, including Buzzfeed and Huffington Post, placed third at 9 percent, while free
dailies and YouTube each garnered 7 percent.

Elle home page with Lexus ad

Interestingly, luxury car advertisers stood out in that newspapers were deemed only the second best outlet for
advertising. "Sites for business professionals" ranked highest.

Nevertheless, the high placement of newspapers among a vast majority of consumers as both a prestigious and
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appropriate outlet should make them more attractive to advertisers.

Brands and newspapers alike can feel comfortable with more ads, as only 1 percent said that having a site with
fewer ads or an uncluttered look is important.

BMW YouTube ad

The biggest determinants of prestige for consumers in the study were that the outlet is  a trusted source of unbiased
information, is well-designed and produces original content. Being targeted to a specific audience mattered to only
18 percent of respondents; "original content," the next-lowest ranked characteristic, still mattered to 53 percent.

While the study was exclusive to Canada, the relationship between ad spots in prestigious outlets and consumer
sentiment likely extends to other nations. Determinants of prestige are also likely to be comparable abroad.

Effective advertising

While placement is one factor that can predict ad performance, innovations in the ads themselves have also drawn
markedly positive consumer response.

For example, Toyota Corp.'s Lexus is among the brands to see significant improvement in responsiveness to mobile
advertisements that incorporate TouchSense technology.

Working with advertising and marketing platform Opera Mediaworks and Immersion, the developer of TouchSense
technology, Lexus saw sizable increases in click-through rates, completed views, replay rates and ad recall for
touch-enabled ads. As mobile use increases and brands fight to engage viewers saturated with advertising, haptic
ads offer a way to stand out (see story).

Ineffective advertising can have lingering detrimental effects on a brand.

In a recent Boxever survey, more than half of respondents said they do not want brands to have any personal
information, with the number skewing even higher in the travel industry.

Boxever links the overall problem to advertising, noting that half of respondents shop online several times a month.
Still, 95 percent see the same ads at least once per week and 75 percent see the same ads between five and 10 times
per week (see story).

"Determining the appropriate marketing mix for a brand continues to be complex," Mr. Crawley said. "It is  integral
that advertisers have strong resources to refer to when considering the appropriate marketing mix.

"The intent of this study was to understand the effect of context on brands in a digital environment," he said. "What
the Context Matters Consumer Study shows is that context does matter.

"Generally, sites with original content are seen as most prestigious, with Web sites of major daily newspapers
topping the list. The negative effect of advertising on a less prestigious site is significantly stronger than the positive
impact of a premium site and the impact is even greater for those in the highest income households ($150,000+) and
those with the highest levels of education."
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